The page of the document contains text about recent events, including the Senate's rejection of the nomination of G. Harrold Carswell. The text is a mix of news articles and editorial comments, discussing the political and legal implications of the Senate vote against Carswell. The text also includes a personal note from Gary Snyder, a poet and writer, who has been influential in the Beat Generation and the environmental movement. The note discusses his childhood and upbringing in San Francisco, and his thoughts on the value of the natural world. The text also mentions the relevance of Snyder's work to contemporary environmental issues, such as the protection of natural areas and the importance of preserving cultural and natural heritage. The text concludes with a commentary on the future of the environment and the role of individuals in protecting it.
University has cabinet structure

This is the second in a five-part series written by the Nouting for President Headquarters.

The only statement of the duties of the President of Notre Dame is found in the bylaws of the University (Sec. III, p. 10):

1) general direction of University's affairs

2) appointments (3) ex officio member of all commissions of Board (4) preside over academic functions (5) represent University before the public (6) sign contracts, deeds, legal instruments for University's business (7) make an annual report on general condition of University to Board (8) submit annual budget to Executive Committee.

Below the President, there is a "cabinet type" of government, with each of the University's six vice-presidents charged with a particular administrative area. For a description of how this sort of university government works, we have called on Rourke and Brooks' discussion ("The Rate of Cabinet Government" in The Mandelstam Revolution in Higher Education by Francis Rourke and Glenn C. Brooks, Johns Hopkins Press, 1966, pp. 109-113).

More and the task of managing the internal university affairs has been delegated to an assortment of vice-presidents in charge of such matters as business, student, or academic affairs. As a result a new layer of top-level officials has become firmly fixed at the summit of the administrative hierarchy. Where once he reigned in solitary splendor, the university president has now come to share responsibilities for governing his institution with a variety of other executive colleagues.

With this type of government, according to the authors, the most important fact is that these vice-presidents commonly sit together with the president in an "executive cabinet, which meets on a regular basis to handle most of the major decisions that come before the university, including budgetary allocations, plans for campus expansion, and other matters of a critical nature." This board "is in this "context" that the emergence of cabinet government of university administrations "simply reflects the necessities imposed by size and complexity." The president, in fact, becomes a prime minister, for there is no other way for him to administer the university. As we suggested, "business firms went through this process" at an earlier date in American universities.

Effect

The effect of this new system of cabinet government is the "chief executive share authority over decision making with other officials." This results in the advantage of division of labor, and is necessitated by the wide range of offices included with which decisions must now range.

What happens to the president in this system?

The emergence of the cabinet system by no means implies the abdication of the president from a position of central responsibility in the governance of the university... in fact, a university president is far more than a prime minister. The only certain power which the cabinet has over him is that of giving advice, which he may or may not choose to accept.

Furthermore, according to these authors, it is quite certain that no university official is in a better position than a president to "stimulate or enhance capacities and appetites for academic achievement on campus." Yet the modern president "does not himself tend to be an innovator," claims Rourke before him. Yet the influence extends much farther than this. "Of modern university presidents are not themselves departmental experts" goes a long way toward determining whether or not traits are blazed on campus.

To demonstrate this fact the authors point to "one university in our sample," which has made tremendous progress in the past decade as a result of such a president, for the president can play a "catalytic role in stimulating renewal and innovation in the individual academic departments."

Criticism

A major criticism of the cabinet government is that it "sets us to cut the president off from the faculty department chairmen, deans, or indeed from grass-roots stemmen on the campus generally."

From this perspective the cabinet is viewed as a bottleneck in the system of university communications. To overcome this problem, Rourke and Brooks suggest that the president "assign special, assistants in his own office to the task of keeping channels of communication open to all segments of the university community." A further function of these aids can be to keep vice-president in "check" by providing the president with own source of information from "the field."

There is some problem as far as making generalizations. The number of offices included with in a university cabinet varies considerably from one campus to the next. Further university vice-presidents have a wide range of responsibilities, for as yet there is no agreed upon layer of operation for these executors. That the number of vice-presidents has greatly increased is clear.

The proliferation of new offices which has occurred at this level of administration is amusingly illustrated on one campus where the president could not recall the names of all his vice-presidents. In the course of an interview with one of the authors.

The description of "cabinet government" concludes with a very important statement, which is quoted in full because of its bearing on our discussion of structural revision at Notre Dame:

"However varied the duties of the vice-presidents may be, there are two quite different sets of interactions set-up by any cabinet. One is the academic or educational perspective, and the other is the fiscal or housekeeping point of view. Virtually all major decisions on university matters are referred to the cabinet before the university, including budgetary allocations, plans for campus expansion, and other matters of a critical nature. This board "is in this "context" that the emergence of cabinet government of university administrations "simply reflects the necessities imposed by size and complexity." The president, in fact, becomes a prime minister, for there is no other way for him to administer the university. As we suggested, "business firms went through this process" at an earlier date in American universities."

Application to Notre Dame

A more specific statement about how decisions are made at Notre Dame, and one which is far from complete (and perhaps a bit one-sided) comes from the March '69 issue of the Student: Presidential decision-making is an unchallenged philosop of the University of Notre Dame. No one disputes Hesburgh's final authority. In point of fact, buck-passing places many in the hands of the President which should have been decided on the presidential level, and he is deferred to the point that either Hesburgh decides or there is no resolution... decisions on almost every level are deferred to the President... Strong opinions are rarely expressed, especially in field of academic affairs... The vice-presidents and their assistants are thus to a large degree administrators who exert little or no pressure on the President of the University.

Here, then, we have an almost unanswerable question, and one that we have now to provide the questions how (continued on page 3)
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**STUDENT UNION SOCIAL COMMITTEE**

*IS ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR THE POSITIONS OF:*

Assistant Social Commissioner  
Collegiate Jazz Festival Chairman  
Special Projects Chairman  
Homecoming Chairman  
Grand Prix Chairman  
Mardi Gras Chairman

Applications should be submitted by April 15 to:

Social Commissioner  
Box 427  
Notre Dame, Ind.
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**NOTRE DAME BAND POP'S CONCERT**

Friday, April 10  
8:15 pm

ATHLETIC & CONVOCATION CENTER  
admission free

---

**HARLEM GLOBETROTTERS**

Saturday, April 4th and 5th  
7:00 pm and 9:30 pm

**MACBETH**

This Saturday, April 11 - 8:30 pm

O'LAUGHLIN AUDITORIUM - ST. MARY'S

Tickets on Sale in Dining Halls

Sponsored by Contemporary Arts Festival
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ISO leadership expands activities

by Dave McCarthy

A luncheon party was held yesterday between Father Daniel O'Neil, Director of the Office for International Services, and new Officers of the International Students Organization.

The newly elected officers are as follows:

Michael Madusokolam, president; Miss Sari Bellini, vice-president; Miss Elia Schaminke, treasurer and SMC co-ordinator; Miss Billie Sink, secretary, Dr. D. Talence, Notre Dame co-ordinator.

Michael, a native of Biafra, said that he wanted to see the ISO transformed into an active and influential body worthy of its name. He added that in the past the ISO had faced such problems as lack of activities, influence of National Associations, all male atmosphere, academic pressure on members, and lack of publicity. Michael will work towards changing the organization from its leadership to a re-definition of the ISO as to goals and objectives together with increased enrollment in the organization.

The ISO is expanding its activities to include establishment of a new board room, meetings for the ISO with members of the Board of Trustees this morning at 9:00 a.m. in the Center for Continuing Education. Ken Guentert commented: "This is an opportunity to confront those who can really make decision on the proposal."

"The committee, composed of eight members of the Board of Trustees, and six students, could provide direct access to the full Board which meets on May 1." Guentert observed.

In the hope of getting all of Dr. Nutting's friends and supporters together for an evening of dining and intellectual pleasure, the Headquarters has scheduled a $10 dining dinner for Wednesday, April 15.

Ray Carlson, 313 Alumni Hall, who will be handling all of the arrangements, noted that tickets will be available nightly in the outer lobby of the Library, and by telephone at 233-7232 between 10-12 p.m.

The dinner is for Faculty and Administration, as well as for students and other friends of Dr. Nutting. Fr. Hesburgh has been sent a complementary ticket and a special invitation.

The dinner will consist of spaghetti, salad, bread, dessert and a drink. Donations are $1.75 per person, and serving will begin at 6:15 p.m. at Shap's place, 119 Mid court. Dr. Nutting will be in attendance as guest of honor.
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Cabinet viewed as bottleneck

(continued from page 2)

Notre Dame governed? A more extensive analysis of the decision-making structure at Notre Dame might include statements from the holders of the various high level positions addressed to "how, and in what way, decisions are made at Notre Dame?", as well as other indications of the way university problems are actually decided.

With this outline before us we will in the next segment turn our attention to the question of a "Chancellor-President" structural revision; we shall ask: How will Notre Dame be governed under this new administrative framework?
A Forum

Campus Opinion

Edited by Glen Corso

This letter was sent to us by Sister Ellen Fitzgerald. The lecture she is referring to was one given by Dr. Garret Hardin on March 24. My comments on abortion will appear in tomorrow’s Observer.

Normally letters will continue to be printed in a separate space, but I felt that Sister’s letter is a good starting point for discussion on abortion.

Dr. Garret Hardin’s remarks, as reported in the Observer, March 24, should not pass unchallenged. He objects to theological and ethical arguments against abortion, which he says use “traps” and “charades” to replace rational discussion with ambiguous phrases. Yet his own phrasing is not just ambiguous; it is dishonest, relying as it does on distorted analogies, scare tactics, gross exaggerations, semantic sleight-of-hand, and, yes, “logical ploys.”

The original fertilized egg is merely an information bank,” Hardin explained, just like the blueprint for a house. If you destroy the blueprint for a house you are not destroying the house.” True, but if I owned a blueprint that was in the process of growing into a house all by itself, and I destroyed it, I could with some accuracy speak of having destroyed the house.

“Once you realize that there are at least a hundred million spermatozoa in each sexual ejaculation you realize that you are absolutely stupid. You simply cannot adhere to this doctrine of never killing the ‘embryo’ since it would appear you are not free of killing a hundred million children every time you have relations with your wife. This is beyond the bounds of the most devoted viruses.” This incredible bit of rhetoric contains, even at first glance, five outright falsehoods. Most basic seems to be Dr. Hardin’s ignoring of the simple biological fact that human life develops from an ovum after it has been fertilized by one sperm cell. Surely we might expect better of a biology professor.

“If we call an embryo a human being then why can’t we call all human beings embryos?” Now, really. If we call a child a human being, why can’t we call all human beings children? Or—Women’s Liberation Movement, take note—if we call a woman a human being, why can’t we call all humans beings women? (Or blacks or chicanos or Indians, for that matter?)

The whole problem of abortion and life-birth needs much serious medical, psychological, social, ethical, and theological study. But no cause is served by the sort of obstetrician, antiabortion tactics indulged in by Dr. Hardin. I might add that, having done some reading on the Third Reich lately, I was more than a little disturbed at the many points of resemblance between Hardin’s social-eugenic theories and the practice of Adolph Hitler.

The Model United Nations ran yesterday and will continue into today with the students learning first hand how difficult the art of diplomacy is. However, the UN has numerous shortcomings, the greatest being the obtuseness of the member states who comprise it. Acting in the unfamiliar role of a devil’s advocate I would like to advance the contention that the UN should disintegrate itself from the United Nations. With the advent of the hot line and satellite communications, plus the growing US-Soviet détente, the need for the UN as a common meeting ground has diminished. The US pays a huge amount for the upkeep of the UN and receives nothing but barbs from members nations for its troubles. I do not think it is worthwhile for us to remain in the organization.

Position papers and clarifications of points specifically for this “logical play” are directed to

Campus Editor

The Observer

Box 11, Notre Dame

These presentations should be no longer than 3 typewritten double-spaced pages.

New York, New York

There are times when one has to wonder whether the Indians know what they are doing when they sold Manhattan to the Dutch. People say that they got a bad deal when they gave it up for only 24 dollars but given the miracles of compound interest and the present value of New York’s securities under a buttonwood tree now stands the New York Stock Exchange. Visit it any day and you can see the toll that the world. There are a lot of people like them.

Guy DeSapio

Editorial:

A lesson for the President

Yesterday the Senate rejected President Nixon’s nomination of G. Harrold Carswell to the Supreme Court. Three of the last four nominees to positions on the Court have been rejected. One member of the court was rejected elevation Chief Justice because of conflict of interest. Another was denied a seat for the same reason. Judge Carswell was rejected primarily because of questions about his competence. In the last three nominees, the Senate has shown that it expects a high standard for Supreme Court Justices. President Nixon, in a letter to William Saxbe of Ohio, stated that he felt that the Senate was tampering with the President’s traditional freedom to appoint candidates for the Court. Is it any怪 only that the Senate, filled with this institutional authority of the Senate. The body not only has the power to reject nominations but the responsibility to do so when, in the mind of the Senate, the man is not qualified to sit on the highest court in the land.

A Supreme Court justice must be of the highest judicial caliber. It is the president’s responsibility to select a nominee now who will meet the ethical and professional standards that the Senate and the position demand. There are enough empty places on the Court that should be heard by a full nine man court that the rejection of another nominee will not be tolerated.

The President promises to nominate another "strict constructionist." If so, he should be a man of the highest judicial standing and not one picked to please a sectional or special interest group. The ultimate standard must be his judicial competence and not his philosophy.

The country is facing a major crisis of confidence in the judicial process. Competence in the highest court is one way of stimulating a feeling of trust toward the judicial system.

Letter

Editor:

The contents by Mr. Rice (Letters, Wed., Apr. 8) are absurd, and serve as a direct insult to those of us on the Academic Commission staff. Obviously Mr. Rice could have phrased his criticism better. I am actually one of the people behind our scheduling and subsequent cancellations of appearances because our job is to protect the academic freedom of people like Barry Goldwater, Spiro Agnew, John Tower, and Robert Finch, who easily represent the antithesis to Mr. Rice’s "revolution" preachings. We are, indeed, presently attempting to book a schedule of speakers that will be more appropriate than the conference on "sex equality," mentioned in his letter.

Further up toward the Village home which is close to many of the young people who are getting away from that system in different ways or to destroy it. On Sunday afternoon liberalized women can get into the Electric Circus if they can prove somehow that they have liberated busts and have left their bras back home.

The Electric Circus was the site of a recent bomb explosion. There have been others in the Village. The house-made bomb factories of those who are out to destroy the ugly system to make the world safe for peace have been blowing up accidentally. Meanwhile down on Wall Street they have installed bullet proof glass in front of the elevator upstairs to look at the meeting rooms unless you paid the committee that patrols to keep the homosexuals out of the bushes.

There are a lot of people like them.

Patrick McDonough

Editor’s Note - The $1,000 fee for Mr. Buchanan is the present fee. Chuck Nau, Academic Commissioner when Buchanan appeared 2 years ago, said that the fee paid them was $1,000.
I'd like to thank my Mother, my Co-workers, my pet Guana

by T. C. Treanor

Something old, something new, something borrowed, and something blue took the 1968 Academy awards by force tonight in the sometimes tear-filled Hollywood Bowl.

The Something Old was John Whine, the fat but building sex symbol who last night accepted his first Academy Award ever for his "best actor" performance in the box-office smash "Gritface."

Whine, who has been acting since 1863, won his first award in an emotion-packed atmosphere. Appearing before the crowd-chucker this time, Whine thanked everyone involved in the production of "Gritface." From the producers on down to the darkies who swept up," and promised to "trade in the Oscar at a pawnshop for a tank," which he intends to use against the University of California at Berkeley. Then, inexplicably, this 250-pound he-man broke down and cried. When asked to comment about this later, Whine said, "I would have cried a lot more if they had passed me up again."

In "Gritface," the one-eyed, drunken Whine played a one-eyed drunken lawman.

The something blue was "Midnight Sweathorse," the movie that jaded the studio's controversial "OW" rating and the Academy Award as "Best Movie." The "OW" rating which admits no one under eighty-five with a pacifier," was awarded to the film because of a scene in which the heroine is brutally raped and murdered by a rhinoceros.

"Best Actor" John Wayne, as he stepped up to receive his award.

The story concerns the everyday battles of two ideological remnants in New York City. One of the film's songs, "Nobody's Talking," by the Silent Majority, was also up for an award, but lost.

The something New was Goldie Hawk, MGM's newest smiling Syncophant. Upon receiving the award, Miss Hawk gushed up playing "Dixie."

They finally reached a point of musical agreement and played a thumping version of "God Bless America" which brought the staid audience to its feet, singing loudly. The Nixon-Agnew team closed out the evening with the Gridiron's traditional goodnight song "Auld Lang Syne."

All of which was what the Democratic President's feigned shock, Agnew ended up playing "Dixie."

The lights came up again and Nixon was standing, beaming in the spotlight, offering to prove that Agnew was, indeed, a man of his own spirit and direction. First the President and Agnew did what nightclub and TV aficionados would call a standup routine. The President propounded questions designed to show Agnew's utter freedom of expression and action. And the vice president answered with mere positive expressions, the personification of a yes man. Curtains behind them parted to disclose two upright pianos. Nixon wanted to show that an administration that plays together stays together.

Editor-in-Chief Dave Bach yesterday reluctantly announced that T.C. Treanor would become Dave Stauffer's successor as Features Editor.

"He (Stauffer) was beginning to sink," Bach reported, commenting on the three-week-dead Stauffer's removal. "The Student Government people were complaining."

Treanor won the position by defeating two crippled nuns in an arm-wrestling tournament. "That last one was tough," he said, commenting on the tourney, "but we were running out of formaldehyde for Stauffer and somebody had to do something."

Stauffer will be interested in the Executive Editorial later this week. Treanor, who was interred quite some time ago, commented on the type of page he wished to develop.

"We will foster search for the truth, community, and constant ego gratification, particularly the latter. This is only the beginning."

When told that "latter" implies two elements, Treanor reportedly commented, "that's the heel up."

Box kite bugs

Controller LINCOLN, Neb. (UPI) — Would you believe a 6 foot by 4 foot kite at 2,200 feet?

Air traffic controllers didn't and neither did a few pilots who had to dodge the unbelievable thing.

But Lincoln police did when they investigated d and found 11 University of Nebraska students taking advantage of gusty winds and dry weather to get the huge box kite airborne.

Maggie Davis appears as Lady Macbeth and Robert Evans appears as her tortured spouse in the National Shakespeare Association of Nebraska's production of "Macbeth." The touring company, under the sponsorship of the Contemporary Arts Festival, will present the classic tragedy April 11 in the O'Laughlin Auditorium of St. Mary's College.

Formaldehyde shortage forces editorial change

New Editor Treanor caught relaxing at home in this candid shot.
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PHOENIX, Ariz. (UPI) - Svetlana Alliluyeva, the daughter of Soviet dictator Josef Stalin, said yesterday her marriage to a prominent architect will bring her closer to American life and she hopes to become a U.S. citizen.

Miss Alliluyeva, 44, who defected from the Soviet Union in 1967, married William Wesley Peters, 57, in a private ceremony near here Tuesday.

At a news conference yesterday, the couple described their meeting only three weeks ago when Miss Alliluyeva came to visit Taliesin West, the architectural school of the late Frank Lloyd Wright.

Peters is chief architect for Taliesin Associated Architects, the organization which has carried on the Wright Foundation's work. He had been an associate of Wright since 1932 and was formerly married to the Wright's eldest daughter, also named Svetlana. She was killed in an auto accident in Wisconsin in 1946.

Miss Alliluyeva decided to visit Taliesin West and the Wright "family" after corresponding with another Wright daughter, Iovanna, who lives here with her mother. The Kremlin born Svetlana said she moved by the "unique quality" of Miss Wright's letters and the coincidence of the name of the sister who was killed.

Called "Miraculous" Mrs. Frank Lloyd Wright, also a native Russian, told reporters he felt a "closeness" to Miss Alliluyeva from the moment they first met.

Peters said his decision to marry the attractive Miss Alliluyeva came about through the "almost miraculous circumstances."

He recounted her defection from her homeland in protest against lack of freedom and said it seemed more than coincidence that she had found her way to Taliesin West which he described as "the essence of American democracy." She said she felt it is "a hopeful dream" to try to bring her children by her first two marriages to this country. "But I hope some day we eventually will be reunited here," she said.

The new Mrs. Peters said it will be in "God's hands" whether they have children of their own.

Goldie Hawn given Oscar

LONDON (UPI) - "My mother told me when I got the role that I was going to get an award," giggled Goldie Hawn. "Myself, I just didn't believe it at first, but now I do."

She was the "surprise" winner of the Oscar for best supporting actress as the dizzy blonde in a love triangle in her first motion picture, "Cactus Flower."

Didn't Believe It Miss Hawn told UPI during an interview at Shepperton Studios outside London, "I didn't believe it, I didn't think I was going to get it."

"You know, I was up against some pretty stiff competition and so forth and I went to bed. I woke up very excited and I didn't believe it."

She said she first heard the news when "Al Newman from Columbia Pictures called me as soon as he heard. That was 6 a.m."

"After thinking about it I definitely believe it now, it's pretty nice. It's very important and it's a great thing and I feel very honored," she said.

"An interesting thing is that when I got the part and told mother, she said, 'You're gonna win an award for that,' and I said, 'Mom mother. I mean it's mother talking right. But she insisted and I said, 'Oh, we'll see' and left it at that and now look what happened."

Goldie occasionally let out her now famous "scatter brained giggle" of the "Laugh In" television show, when speaking of her Oscar.

"My husband says he's going to mount it on my car giggle, he said he's going to mount it on the hood long giggle, but he better not," she said.

When she called her parents in Tacoma, Md., outside Washington D.C., she said her mother told her "I can't pull daddy off the ceiling."

Return address needed on mail

Brother John Schulte of the Notre Dame Treasury Office has informed the Observer that his office has been receiving a large number of returned letters mailed by Notre Dame students without return addresses.

Brother John requests that students indicate their names and return addresses on the envelope in order to insure proper handling of their mail.

Month of May

Available for May 4
4 bedroom house
sleeps 10
fireplace
private beach on Lake Michigan near Warren Dunes State Park.
Call Mr. Christiansen: DAVE, Niles 693-5300; EVENINGS, WEEK ENDS. 9161-426-4174.

You only go around once in life.
So grab for all the gusto you can.
Even in the beer you drink.
Why settle for less?
When you're out of Schlitz, you're out of beer.
Mattingly’s measles may mar moon mission

CAPE KENNEDY (UPI) — Space Agency officials said Wednesday they were considering substituting a backup astronaut for Thomas K. Mattingly whose susceptibility to the measles threatened a one month delay in the Apollo 13 moon landing mission.

Public affairs officer Alfred Alibrando said backup commander module pilot John L. Swigert was under consideration as a possible substitute for Saturday’s launch.

Swigert, he said, appears immune to the measles and “is fairly well prepared” for the mission. “Whether we go with him or not, that decision has not been reached,” Alibrando said.

Swigert’s backup, which would mark the first time in U.S. space history that a backup pilot was called upon to fly a mission under such conditions, was one of the Gemini flights the two prime crewmen were killed several weeks before the launch in a plane crash and the backup crew flew the space mission.

Doctors, however, were continuing to make laboratory tests to determine if Mattingly’s condition has changed from tests run earlier. Alibrando said the tests showed Mattingly could become ill with the measles in space if launched Saturday.

Delay Costly

If the $375 million expedition
The other two Apollo 13 crewmen, veteran James A. Lovell and Fred W. Haise, were found to be immune to German measles, a common children’s disease. All three were exposed to the measles last week when backup astronaut Charles Duke fell ill with the disease.

Dr. Charles A. Berry, the Apollo medical director, said Monday that if tests on the astronauts’ blood showed that any of the pilots were without disease fighting measles antibodies, “the odds are very high they would get it.”

“The latest analysis indicates that command module pilot Thomas K. Mattingly has no immunity to this disease,” the Space Agency said in a midday statement. “This finding creates the possibility that unless there is a change in Mattingly’s condition between now and launch, he could develop German measles in space.”

Berry said earlier that measles “certainly could” disable a moon pilot.

UN strives for peace

(continued from page 1)

MUN to “recognize that the government of the present Chinese delegation represents the people of their respective island known as the Nation of Taiwan.”

The amendment resolution was passed 25–14. The amended resolution was passed 25–14 amid controversy over the number of required eyes votes and the quorum present and Red Chinese delegation was seated.

Kelly had originally ruled that the resolution required a two-thirds majority vote for passage, but an appeal resulted in only a simple majority needed for passage.

When Kelly announced the appeal vote as 17–14 with 3 abstentions not to hold the chair the Israeli delegation called for a quorum check. Even though the necessary quorum of half the member nations had not voted in the appeal Kelly ruled that the vote was legal since the quorum call had come too late.

Since further business was impossible, the session adjourned.

For Sale

Fender Superreverb amp. and Gibson semi­hollow guitar. 2­pick­ups.

Best offer: phone 1754

---

Applications now being accepted for: STUDENT UNION

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

MINORITY STUDENT DIRECTOR

ACADEMIC COMMISSIONER

SERVICES COMMISSIONER

SOCIAL COMMISSIONER

COMPTROLLER (Treasurer)

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY (Public Relations)

---

In Application Include Reason Why You Desire Position

Send applications to: Robert Pohl (c/o Student Government)

Box 427

Notre Dame, Indiana 46556

---

Sales Representative

Excellent current and long-range opportunity for man with Art History or Art background. Previous sales experience desirable but not necessary. Must be capable of dealing effectively with college students and faculty. Salary and commission plus benefits. Automobile provided. Extensive travel. Send confidential resume to:

Ferdinand ROTEN GALLERIES

123 W. Mulberry Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201

---
This will be the first of many busy spring weekends for Notre Dame's JIM MURRAY. Meantime, four varsity teams will be in action. Also, numerous club teams plan to play over Saturday and Sunday.

**Baseball**

Clarence J. "Jake" Kline's boys will travel to Bowling Green for a two game series on Friday and Saturday. The Irish suffered a disastrous trip to Florida over the weekend and they'll be trying to get back on the winning track in the north. They'll face another hitting pitcher, and improved Phil Knill at the plate. The Irish, who are hitting .293, could have done better at home. The team record stands at 1-5.

**Tennis**

The tennis team, fresh off a big win over DePauw, will travel to Evansston, Ill., to play the other Big Ten foe in Northwestern. Sophomore Betsy Brown, Mike Reilly, Rob O'Malley, and freshmen Bob Schiffer and Gil Thalheim will be key men as well.

The nettier record this season is 3-2.

**Golf**

The Notre Dame golf team will compete against approximately 40 other teams at the Bevis-Kopel Invitational at Ohio State this weekend, after taking 19th place in the Sanderson Classic. The Garrett American Classic over vacation. Bob Wilson was ND's low man last week.

**Rugby**

The Notre Dame Rugby Club was inactive over Easter break this year but the ruggers did add one victory before leaving for home. Penn State was the Irish second victim of the season. The Nittany Lions were sent away on the short end of an 11-0 count. The win was two weeks ago on March 24 at home. Palermo Chiropractic School will be the next opponent for ND as the two teams will battle on Saturday at St. Peter's College. The record for the Irish now stands at 2-0-1.

**Track**

The first big scrimmage of the spring football season should take place Saturday afternoon at Carlisle Field. The Irish have been hampered by some minor injuries to a number of its runners and their success on the cinders is a bit uncertain.

**Football**

Gay Brewer: none of the men who have won the Masters since the Palmer-Nicklaus string was snapped three years ago have had much to crow about since.

**The masters begins today**

We OBSERVER

The Masters begins today and the Augusta golf classic swings into action tomorrow. Augusta, Ga., UPI-Even though Augusta is not a backfire last year, Billy Casper plans to play it nice and easy again in the Masters tournament this year.

Casper, one of the all-time greats of the '60's but a winner only twice in his career, plans to come within a stroke of winning the Masters title again after leading for three rounds.

"There was nothing wrong with my plan last year," the 39 year old Californian insisted. "I simply ran into a little bad luck on that third nine and didn't have enough time left to make up for it."

The Masters begins its 34th run over the par 72, 6,980 yard Augusta National Golf Course on Friday morning.

Since they weren't able to complete the second day's play because of the 83 entrants, including 16 foreigners and more than a dozen other golfers in the 8,000 making the, the usual PGA tournament, will take part in a pitch and putt contest on an adjoining par 3 course.

The fixing is scheduled to begin at 9 a.m. EST, and in keeping with a long tradition, the first twosome off the tee will be 87 year old Freddy Meledoe, the 1928 U.S. Open champion, and 85 year old Jack Nicklaus, the 1960 U.S. Open champion.

The field will be cut to the low 44 scorers, and tie, and any four else still within 10 strokes of the 36 hole leader after the second round Friday. The final two rounds, Saturday and Sunday, are being nationally televised on CBS with no area blackout as prevailed here prior to last year.

Three-time champion Jack Nicklaus, only man to win the Masters in consecutive years, 1965-66, South Africa's Gary Player, only foreigner to win here, and even Hogan, who has won only once but long hitting Tom Weiskopf, who has been under par in his last seven Masters rounds, are figured along with Casper as this year's favorites. And there's always support for four time champ Arnold Palmer.
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